NOTES:
1. Pit access cover and frame to comply with AS 3996 - Class B
   Unsealed (standard): solid top or recessed with concrete or other fill.
2. Inscriptions on the cover are to be cast, impressed, or affixed by an
   approved method and be of high durability and legibility. Unless
   otherwise specified, the text shall be in upper case lettering
   minimum 25 high. The required inscription must be specified when ordering.

   Inscription "A" options:
   "A1" = "VICROADS"
   "A2" = "OTHER INSRIPTION AS SPECIFIED"

   Inscription "B" options:
   "B1" = "ELECTRICAL" or "ELEC"
   "B2" = "COMMUNICATIONS" or "COMMS"
   "B3" = "TRAFFIC SIGNALS" or "TRAFF SIG"
   "B4" = "OTHER INSRIPTION AS SPECIFIED"

3. Pit lid top surface shall meet skid resistance requirements for Class X
   as detailed in Table 2 of AS/NZS 4586 for slip resistance classification
   of new pedestrian surface materials